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In the financial industry in the increasingly fierce global competition, rapid and 
completion of the public credit approval within the industry will become a core 
competence. Currently, the state-owned banks or credit approval for the public using 
the traditional paper-based material declaration, in large banks such multi-class 
management mode, the material flow cycle is longer, directly affect the approval rate, 
but also in the process of material flow will result in manpower, time, transportation, 
postal and other costs increase, more important is the transfer of many links in a long 
cycle, easily lead to operational risk and moral hazard. 
Paper-based material is a carrier of information, the information recorded in the 
above paper is not just numbers or description, it is a resource, most of which have 
strong timeliness of the content itself. If not timely analysis of relevant information to 
use, this information will soon fall. The paper as a medium of information storage 
seriously affect the value of information itself reflected. 
Credit process for public records management system will enable the process of 
gathering and production of various types of electronic file management, it will not 
only solve existing workflow efficiency, but also to standardize operational processes, 
improve information use value, which We will bring great benefits. 
This paper analyzes the existing system of public credit approval process, based 
on the types of files based on the use and management features to the software 
engineering thought the main line, from a business functional analysis, design, 
development and implementation process and other aspects of file management 
system conducted research and analysis, but also from the development environment, 
deployment, design implementation, testing and operation of the other aspects of the 
implementation process of the system are introduced. Its main tasks are the following 
three aspects: 
(1) setting up a paper document scanning and uploading of the operating 
platforms. Study how electronic documents related to effective management. 
(2) to support access to, reference, research in the relevant system documentation 
and system users how to determine the role of the relationship between the task nodes. 














management of the normative and strengthen post-loan management, continuous 
tracking, monitoring client status and development trend of management, 
comprehensive grasp of customer risk, adjust credit policy and programs 
(3) support of the public credit file electronic filing, after filing the 
documentation of the preservation, use, etc. 
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